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Near-infrared (near-IR)

~ 7000 Å  - 5 μm (not visible for human eye)

Atmosphere mostly transparent in near-IR 
(ground-based telescopes useful)



Nordic Optical Telescope near-infrared Camera and spectrograph 
(NOTCam)

www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/

Rockwell “HAWAII” HgCdTe array

1024x1024x18.5μm pixels 

Wide-field imaging 

4' x 4' (0.234”/pixel)

High-resolution imaging 

80” x 80” (0.078”/pixel)

Long-slit spectroscopy

0.8 – 2.5 μm wavelength range

4 quadrants in the array



Optical elements

Fixed setup

Broadband imaging JHKs

Selection of other filters

All filters have their own focus offset (foc-del) 
compared to the WF K-band

www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/filters/index.html



Optical elements



Optical elements



Optical elements



Bad pixels & Calibration

www.not.iac.es/instruments/qc/

Dead column in the centre of the array due 
to the readout 'feature'. 

Also many cold pixels

The only calibrations required for NOTCam 
near-IR imaging are differential (bright and 
faint) sky flats. Faint frames are used to 
subtract the thermal emission (independent 
of the sky intensity) from the bright frames. 

No bias subtraction

Darks can be used to make a bad pixel mask 
(this is also available on the NOT web pages)

No dark subtraction – NOTCam dark current 
is un-stable (and sky subtraction is done 
anyway)

Dark exposures can be used to reset  
memory effects on a saturated array 

clean3



Distortion

www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/calibration.html

WF camera suffers from optical distortion

Distortion correction model available 

Uncorrected (left) and distortion corrected (right) H-
band images of the field used to make the model



Distortion

www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/calibration.html

WF camera suffers from optical distortion.

Distortion correction model available 

Uncorrected (left) and distortion corrected (right) H-
band images of the field used to make the model



GAIN & RON

www.not.iac.es/instruments/qc/

Gain, relation between photons/electrons and ADUs/counts: 
e-/ADU  (ADU = Analogue-to-Digital Unit)

Ramp-sampling mode (frame mode), gain ~ 2.6 e-/ADU



GAIN & RON

www.not.iac.es/instruments/qc/

RON (read-out-noise)

Ramp-sampling mode (frame mode), RON ~ 8.6 e-



Linearity

www.not.iac.es/instruments/qc/

Linearity region: range of counts with a constant gain within a small (<1%) error

Typical problem with near-IR arrays (CCDs linear up to the saturation limit)

Linearity <25000 counts

http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/qc/


Linearity

www.not.iac.es/instruments/qc/

Linearity region: range of counts with a constant gain within a small (<1%) error

Typical problem with near-IR arrays (CCDs linear up to the saturation limit)

Linearity <25000 counts

http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/qc/


Sky background

In near-IR the sky background is always high

Typical exposure of 6x10 sec with frame mode 

In J-band ~3000-5000 ADU

In H-band ~15000-25000 ADU

In Ks-band ~20000-30000 ADU

Sky subtraction crucial!

For compact sources dithered (jittered) target frames as sky frames 

For extended sources separate sky frames (beam-switch mode)

Target and sky observations require the same total exposure time

Observing strategy

Sky changes rapidly and only <1-2 min exposures should be used

Pay attention to the linearity!!

Adjust exposure parameters for the sequence, if necessary 

Multiple short exposures with a dither pattern (5-point dice, 3x3 grid)

Repeat sequence if necessary for the desired S/N ratio

1st exposure with a new filter usually low-quality



Exposure commands: exp, mexp, frame
Reset-read-read mode (Fowler sampling): 

reset the array, read out a reset frame, integrate, read-out, on-line 
subtract reset frame. 

Used by exp t (single t sec exposure) and mexp t N (N exposures of t sec, 
the average of which is the final image).

Image count level t sec 

Final single image *.fits[1] , reset frame *.fits[2]

mexp creates a separate average file to use (extension *fits[1])

Ramp-sampling mode: 

reset the array, read out a reset frame, integrate, multiple read-outs 
during the integration. 

Used by frame t N (t*N exposure corrected with linear regression analysis 
to reduce the noise by a factor of N½)

Image count level t * N sec 

Final image *.fits[1] , read-out files *fits[2] … *fits[N+1] , reset frame 
*fits[N+2]. 

NOTCam files, like all NOT files, are Multiple Extensions FITS (MEF) files

Integration time + Overheads = 1.4 x integration time (more with beamswitch)



Exposure commands: frame

Vertical pattern is called a “reset anomaly” (“bias tilt”, “dc-gradient”), typical 
for Hawaii arrays. Present independent of the used exposure modes.



Exposure commands: mexp
Look for an empty EXPMODE keyword in the header for the average files

Average files are also byte-wise half the size of the original files

Example: 5 (dice) J-band images observed with mexp 15 4 

Files needed  for reduction: NCve060274.fits , NCve060279.fits , 
NCve060284.fits , NCve060289.fits , NCve060294.fits



Field orientation
Default field orientation of NOTCam is -90

North is Left, East is Up

field-rot = -90 to minimize the spilling of LN
2

Beam-switch & Guiding

Separate sky frames for extended targets

Avoid bright stars on the OFF (sky) field

Figure on the right: Example of beamswitching 
with NOTCAM-N-negX

Beamswitch script ON-OFF sequence: 
target – sky – target – sky ...



NOTCam observer's graphical user interface

Optical elements on the light path listed

GUI to manually select optical elements

2 x ds9

Sequencers for writing commands

Status windows for the instrument/telescope

Remote observers have a simplified version



How to observe with NOTCam?
www.not.iac.es/observing/seq/notcam-seq-scripts.html

www.not.iac.es/observing/seq/notcam-seq-commands.html

www.not.iac.es/observing/forms/signal/v2.2/index.php

Key notcam script  1: Setup imaging camera mode, filter and filter focus offset

setup-ima camera filter-ID

Example, setup H (#203) band with WF camera:

setup-ima WF 203

Key notcam script 2: Sequence of observations with a 3x3 grid

9point rmode t N “obj” step skew Ncycles

Example, 1x9-point with 6x5sec per pointing in frame mode of SN 
2012ej with 40” dither step and a 2” skew:

9point frame 5 6 SN2012ej 40 2 1

Key notcam script 3:  Beam-switch (takes 3x3 grid sequence both ON and OFF)

beamswitch rmode t N “obj” dir beam step skew

Example: 1x9-point with 6x5sec per pointing in frame mode of SN 
2012ej with 10” dither step, a 2” skew and separate sky:

beamswitch frame 5 6 SN2012ej N-negX 180 10 2

http://www.not.iac.es/observing/seq/notcam-seq-scripts.html


notcam package installation
Installation instructions: www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/quicklook.README

To summarise, open a new terminal and type:

$ cd 

$ cd iraf

$ mkdir extern

$ cd extern 

$ wget www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/quicklook.tar.gz

$ tar xzf quicklook.tar.gz

$ cd ..

$ emacs login.cl

Add the following lines after the first 'keep' line 

reset   notcam = /home/myusername/iraf/extern/notcam_v2.5/

task    notcam.pkg = notcam$notcam.cl

printf ("reset helpdb=%s,notcam$lib/helpdb.mip\nkeep\n",

                 envget("helpdb")) | cl

Save and exit

http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/quicklook.README
http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/quicklook.tar.gz


Reduction example 1: files & lists
Files needed for reduction:  flats and target 
frames 

gethead command useful in reading file 
headers quickly

Example data available in 
/course_data/nir/SN2012ej_20120907.tar.gz

Create lists of files which include all the file 
names of 1 target in 1 band

Create lists of files which include all the file 
names, in *fits[1] format, of flats in 1 band 

Command examples:

In a terminal:

ls NCvi0704*fits > targetk

In iraf:

 files NCvi0704*fits > targetk

Modify with a text editor 
(gedit, emacs, vi  ...)



Reduction example 1: notcam package & mkflat task
Differential (bright and faint) flats with the 
same exposure time required

Start iraf, open ds9, go to your data folder 

Download the bad pixel mask bad_zero_sci.fits  
www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/badmask/

Uncompress and move to the data folder 

Open notcam package in iraf by typing notcam

Select mkflat task by typing epar mkflat and 
set parameters, execute with :go

http://www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/badmask/


Reduction example 1: master flat



Reduction example 1: reduce task
Download the distortion correction model notcam.db for NOTCam WF camera 
from the NOT web pages:
www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/distortion/

Move notcam.db into the data folder

Select reduce task by typing epar reduce and set parameters, execute with :go

When prompted, select field star(s), common in the raw frames, close to the 
science target with key press 'a'. Finish with 'q'.

If trim = no, FOV of the final reduced image will match the first frame.



Reduction example 1: reduce task



Reduction example 1: reduce task



Reduction example 1: reduce task



Reduction example 1: reduce task



Reduction example 1: output files



Reduction example 2: reduce_bs task
Example data available in /course_data/nir/SN2012ej_20121020.tar.gz  

Repeat the previous steps to create master flat(s) if not carried out yet

Download and move the notcam.db file to the data folder as before:
www.not.iac.es/instruments/notcam/distortion/

Select reduce_bs task by typing epar reduce_bs and set parameters, execute 
with :go

When prompted, select field star(s), common in the raw frames, close to the 
science target with key press 'a'. Finish with 'q'. Repeat with the sky (OFF) field.



Reduction example 2: reduce_bs task



Reduction example 2: reduce_bs task



Reduction example 2: reduce_bs task



Reduction example 2: reduce_bs task



Reduction example 2: reduce_bs task



Reduction example 2: reduce_bs task



Photometry
Most likely photometric standard star observations are not needed. 2MASS JHK 
magnitudes of field stars can be used most of the time to derive zero points 
and calibrate images. 

GAIA is a useful software for quick photometry.

Couple of basic features:

Overplot 2MASS stars: 
Data-Servers → Catalogs → 2MASS

Aperture photometry: 
Image-Analysis → Aperture photometry → Results in magnitudes

Adjust if necessary: 
Semimajor axis, Annulus inner scale, Annulus outer scale,  
Sky estimator: mean → clipped mean

Do not use non-linear field stars for photometry

PSF photometry beyond the scope of this lecture



GAIA



Top 10 things to remember

1) Linearity <25000 counts – Check & adjust exposure times if necessary

2) In near-IR the sky background is always high – Dither & sky-subtract

3) Overhead factor ~1.4 – More with beamswitch

4) FOV 4' x 4'  – Use beam-switch for extended objects 

5) Basic scripts for observing – setup-ima , 9point , beamswitch

6) Target and sky observations require the same total exposure time

7) frame exposure mode reduces noise – Use if possible 

8) Dead column in the centre of the array – Include a skew in the observing grid

9) Guide probe area limited – Select guide area carefully

10) notcam package – mkflat , reduce , reduce_bs 
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